February 2022 NASFA Minutes
by Doug Lampert
At 2022-02-19 18:12 CST, gavel. Mary forgot to change the battery so no crickets, there
was much rejoicing, nobody respects the crickets.

OLD BUSINESS
Dues are due but Sam is not here, Mary could take a check. No one gave Mary a check. [
Not during the meeting, at least. - SAS ]

NEW BUSINESS
Crickets still don’t work.
CON BUSINESS
Randy was not here last month. Mike is having all kinds of trouble with his connectivity,
he has a new phone, he can’t see the web-page to give full updates, but there have been
web-updates. Gearing up on social media, a new twitter account was created. Mike
follows something on twitter because you need to follow someone to have a twit account.
Randy is doing a Facebook group, it has over 190 members.
If Mike can get connectivity he will send twitter stuff to Randy.
Mike and Sam have discussed which room does what. DSC 50 was only nine and a half
(almost ¾) years ago so Randy remembers the hotel. Vague description of where stuff is.
Programming in far two pieces of ballroom, dealers and art in the closer pieces. Dealers
get more space than art-show.
No Guest of Honor yet.
No ConCom meetings yet.
Mike had busy times at his house.
Texting works better than email to get Mike’s attention.
Randy asks if there is a program, Mary says trivia for chocolate.
MidSouthCon attendance? Is anyone going. Sam may be going. Randy is going on a
cruise rather than MSC.

Sam was working on a flier type object. Unexpected trip to Louisville, Sam’s dad is back
out of hospital and back into rehab, Sam may be coming home tomorrow.
There will be a con. Mary will run registration. Website has a hotel link. Paypal is on the
website as is a cleverly hidden link to the Facebook group. Toni was gonna do a MeWe
page, Mike thinks it is up.
Discussion of how MeWe is spelled and pronounced, many hairballs died for this
discussion. Jim says this is as accurate as anything in the minutes ever is.
Meeting adjourned at 2022-02-19 18:30 CST.
There was much trivia, and not just at the meeting, there was a program too.

